
100% Manufactured by Keencut Technicians in Corby, England. 
99.998% of source materials are made in the UK and EU

 

All Keencut products are fully Guaranteed for 5 years

The Keencut Evolution-E2 is an integrated wide format cutting system designed 
to revolutionise the speed, accuracy and convenience of the finishing process. 

Intended to fit any bench, the all new Evolution-E2 shares the same outstanding 
1:15000 straightness accuracy guarantee of the first generation Evolution and 
the world renowned Javelin & Javelin-Series 2 cutter bar. The unique four piece 
cutter slideway and torsion bar extrusion combines with the full length base 
plate to create a cutting machine that will meet the challenges of the most 
demanding operator and enhance valuable artwork.

The integral lift & hold mechanism, operable from either end, ensures consistent 
straightness even under flex, while the swing-over and under-bench stowaway 
facility provides maximum working convenience and space efficiency. The built-in 
textile cutting track and textile cutting attachment (included) add the final 
refinements to the most versatile, accurate and simple to use wide format 
cutting system ever.

 

 

www.keencut.co.uk

Includes three unique Blade Holders to cut a wide variety of materials

Full length Lift & Hold from either end for easy loading and positioning

Super grade anodising for lifetime good looks and function

Switchable cutting tracks for general purpose and textile cutting

Integral extruded alloy cutting base adjustable for flatness and straightness

Unique 4-section extrusion maintains close straightness even under flex

Fully equipped and ready to work with blades included

Mounts to most bench surfaces via a series of brackets designed to optimise alignment & clamping

Will cut materials as diverse as flag, banner, card, corrugated plastics, PVC Foamboard, foamcore and more............

EV2160    160CM -   64”
EV2210    210CM -   84”
EV2260    260CM - 104”
EV2310    310CM - 124”
EV2360    360CM - 144”
 

Evolution E2

UK & Worldwide Enquiries: +44 (0)1536 263158       Sales@Keencut.co.uk       US Enquiries:  (1) 800 523 4855
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Double cutting head accepts two 
blade holders at one time. Ideal for 

2-way cutting and versatility 
 

Total dust free operation - safe
to use near printers and plotters

Reversible Graphik blades make the 
Evolution-E2 ideal for left-handed 

and right-handed operators                                
 

Blade locking thumb screw adds 
safety & convenience                    

 

Equipped with all new quick-fit blade 
holders so tools interchange quickly 

for maximum productivity
 
The new 45mm diameter rotary wheel 

improves performance & longevity

Precision Engineered  - VERSATILE 

0.2mm Guaranteed Accuracy   That’s 1:15000 Guaranteed Cutting Straightness!     Ideal For Pop-Ups!

Swingover under bench stowaway 
facility provides maximum working 
convenience and space efficiency                    

                   
Multiple integral full length grip cords 
hold work safe and sure while cutting

 

http://www.keencut.com/uk/products/cutter-bars/futura-flexo.aspx
http://www.keencut.com/uk/products/cutter-bars/futura-flexo.aspx

